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This is a collaborative exhibition – which is to say an exhibition conceived of and produced by three
people, across continents – that makes subject of killing machines and their methods of linguistic
categorization. We are humored and we are horrified at the way military vernacular expropriates the
language of our animal and nature bound world. The hornet is an all-weather fighter jet; the badger is an
artillery vehicle; the bloodhound is a surface-to-air missile (so is a scorpion); the flying fish is an Exocet
missile; the barracuda is a submarine. And on it goes. The language of war is flooded with the
classification of animal science – of land and sea, animals living and extinct -- a phenomenon that
normalizes armed violence and predation as something “natural” and affirms the environment and its
sentient lives as one more resource to be colonized.
The image sets in the exhibition range in their material from Silkscreen, rope, drawing, photographs and
risographs. Each uses distinct and parallel strategies to draw out this sinister language, making puns of
pun, multiplying doubles, and blowing all covers.
Viceroy
A butterfly that mimics a monarch (scentless)
Viceroy
An American cigarette brand marketed towards veterans (“manly men”)
Viceroy
A proxy ruler (colonial)
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